
 

Sexpo returns exclusively to Joburg

Sexpo, the health, sexuality and lifestyle exhibition, is to be held exclusively in Joburg this year at the Midrand exhibition
venue Gallagher Estate, from 25 to 28 September, 2014.

This year nine international stars will be steaming up the stages and lounges, and rapper and actor Ice-T and his wife Coco
will be making their Sexpo debut. Ice-T is the embodiment of LA hip hop, having released many successful and ground-
breaking albums, but he is also an author of a number of books, an actor who has a starring role in Law and Order: Special
Victims Unit and a spokesman for youth who has given lectures at prisons, high schools, libraries, and colleges. His wife,
bubbly blonde Coco, is a TV personality, glamour and fitness model, actress, dancer, fashion designer and entrepreneur.
A former Playboy model and centrefold with impressive curves, Coco has appeared on many magazine covers and
runways, and is sure to be the centre of attention.

Sexpo will also play host to seven international adult film stars including: Jada Stevens, Kayden Kross, adult film megastar
Jesse Jane, Tanya Tate, Vicki Chase and Bonnie Rotten. The ladies haven't been neglected and can look forward to king-
size entertainment from Prince Yashua.

Sexpo also promises cutting-edge entertainment in the form of stage shows and entertainment lounges.Lalas Burlesque
Show is a sexy combination of beauty, brains and bustiers. Handpicked professional dancers, who have worked with the
who's who of the music scene from Lady Gaga to Kanye West, bring humour, interaction and plenty of fabulous fun to
eager audiences. Another thrilling stage show is Deadly Sins, an illicit mix of talented dancers who bring the seven deadly
sins alive; and for ladies looking for sculpted abs and slick dance moves, all-male dance group Pulse will be burning up the
stage.

A more intimate experience

For a more intimate experience, Sexpo-goers can stop by any one of the eight lounges on offer, including the Kinx fetish
lounge, Pharaoh's fantasy lounge and the steamy Ladies Lounge, where ladies can get up close and personal with the
Pulse boys. And, in the Provocative VIP Lounge there is plenty of extra entertainment. The excitement doesn't end there, as
Sexpo favourite and world famous penile artist Pricasso will be at Sexpo to paint portraits or any picture of choice with
speed, accuracy and a very unique brush. Durex will be hosting a wide variety of fun and informative workshops on sex
and sexual health, for singles and couples alike. And, of course, there is plenty of opportunity to shop up a storm with an
enormous amount of stands selling products designed to turn any fantasy into a reality.

Tickets for Sexpo are on sale from Computicket. A normal ticket is R220, while the R320 VIP ticket provides added extras
like a VIP entrance for shorter queues, a goodie bag on arrival, discounts on entrance fees to all the lounges and access to
the VIP bar. There are also some wickedly delicious parties throughout Sexpo, like the Varsity party in the Provocative
lounge on Thursday, 25 September, where an extra R160 gets you in for the party and an exciting show, or the first-ever
Swingers party, also in the Provocative Lounge on Friday, 26 September, charged at R100 extra.

For more information go to www.sexposouthafrica.co.za/wp
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